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Done By a Postage Stamp
This game took us out to the notoriously small ground of north pines not
knowing exactly how small it was with only a handful of players been
there before. We inspected the pitch and were surprise at how small it
really was. With that in mind we won the toss and elected to bat. Opening
with myself and Gummy (yes Hoddo was absent on the only time we play
on this oval for the year) I started with 18 off the first 2 overs before
Gummy was out and Gopi strolled in and departed that same ball for a
golden duck. In came Piero to face a hattrick ball, this was negotiated
well. I lasted a few more overs before a Sharpe catch at gully was taken.
Ashley joined P at the crease, and they put on a needed partnership of
72 before Ashley was caught going for a maximum and trying to increase
the run rate this found him 4 short of his 50 which was his highest score
for the year. Wilson came in and made a few before P departed after
making a season high 32 runs. Jarrad came in and they put on 36 before
Wilson was bowled also for a season high 30 runs. We ended up batting
out the overs with Jarrad making 23, Jacko and Starke NO finding it hard
to put the bowlers away. We came in with 201 on the board.
Starting with the usual suspects of Yadda and Jacko they bowled well
but the runs were flowing Yadda got the first break through bowling the
opening batsman. This did not slow them down they just keep slogging
all the fast bowlers. Thinking to slow the pace down I brought on Wilson
which produced a chance that went straight up unfortunately we were
both calling for the ball we had a little collision and managed to spill the
catch. I decided to bring myself on as well this produced the wicket of
the opening batsman for 91 but the game was already gone by that point.
They knew how to play their ground which we learnt from.

Results
Round 7
North Pines C 2/203
J Zachoryj 1/23
I Martin 1/38
Def
Para Vista A 8/201
A Martin- 46
P Peov- 32
T Wilson- 30

Para Vista B- won on
Forfeit
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Sunday Blues
Playing on a Sunday is new to us playing cricket on a day we all
should be sleeping in and lounging around. We didn’t start well with
losing the toss and being put into the field. Trying something
different we opened with Ashley and Yadda although they were
tight, we didn’t get the first wickets until the 9th over. We then got 4
quick wickets including a 1 handed catch from Yadda to remove one
of their better batsman. We went into the drinks break having them
4 for 60. When we resumed, they just slow went about their
business before they had to hit out which is where Ashley cleaned
them up taking their last 4 wickets. The ended up making 133.
Things started well for us until Gummy got bowled after the ball hit
the middle and we deemed it a dead ball. With the opposition not
happy with the decision we dug in until I lost my wicket in the 6th
over for 22. We then had a collapse loosing 5 for 15 including my
wicket. Sensing the need not to lose too many Gummy secured one
end. Jarrad started to hit out before being caught for 31. We ended
up getting bowled out for 93. This was a disappointing loss as I
thought our bowling and fielding was great to restrict them to 133
but out batting let us down. This game also was marred by their
captain’s reaction to the rules and they way he handled himself
was poor which left a sour taste. Let’s get these guys next time.

Round 8
Para Vista A 93
J Mcleod 31
I Martin 22
Def by
Central United A
133
A Martin - 4/28
J Jackowiak- 2/29
S Brown- 2/19

Virginia- 9/222
P O’Brien 3/18
R Wilkins 2/16
P Gardner 2/20
Def
Para Vista B- 121
B Gardner- 32
M Sheppard- 26
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Round 9
Para Vista A- 0/89
T Hodson- 40
I Martin- 41
Def
Central United B- 88
B Starke- 4/27
A Martin – 3/7
Para Vista B – 160
M Sheppard- 49
B Gardner- 31
Def
Craigmore C- 133
N Tonkin 2/16
Y Dange 2/9
B Gardner 2/15
P O’Brien 2/18
N Jaffari 2/24

Round 10
Para Vista A 201
I Martin 67
K McLeod 51
Def
Salisbury North 91
A Martin 5/25
T Wilson 2/4
Para Vista B- Lost by
Forfeit
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Undermanned B’s put on a
Brave Showing
It was a sunny day when stand in skipper Eggs lost the toss and
was sent in. Being very light on in the bowling department and
missing a player due to them running late, he opened up with
himself (1/38) and OB Jnr (0/35). Both bowlers were unlucky to not
get a breakthrough. The bowling change was made to one of four
debutantes in Sharma (1/44) and veteran Peter Gardner (2/20). A
breakthrough finally came through a dodgy LBW call off the latter
and when he then followed it up with a screamer at square leg off
of Varad, Vista were back in the game. Pete then got his second
before being removed for “dangerous bowling”... Eggs then threw
the ball around to the other debutants in Ben Carn (0/12) and
Andrew Samuel (0/36) who took a while to get into the rhythm of
things and were expensive. Control was finally arrested through OB
Senior (3/18) and the Kaboom man (2/16) who struck twice in two
balls. Eggs then brought himself back for the death and stole a late
wicket thanks to sharp glovework by Mick Shepphard. Virginia made
9/222 but we definitely had a chance and gave it a good crack
considering we had 4 players under the age of 15 and nearly
everyone else over the age of 40. In response Vista never really
looked a chance to chase the score, but they did bat the full overs.
Eggs (32) and Pete opened the batting and had a patient start before
Pete(9) fell bringing Varad (1) to the crease. His stay was brief
before he brought Mick to the crease who shared a steadying 43 run
stand with Eggs. That stand was broken frustratingly on the stroke
of drinks when Eggs picked out the short cover fielder to make
another start without going on with it. After drinks there was a
steady progression of wickets but the highlight was watching the
young fellas fight to keep out the opposition captain who saw an
easy 5-fer chance. Another highlight was seeing the three fatherson combinations all bat together in what was always viewed as an
introduction to cricket for the new fellas. I was proud to see the boys
bat out the full 39 and I look forward the next time we play those
blokes and give them a hiding
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A’s Bowling Attack All Over
United
Round 11
In regards to the beginning of the morning with belting rain. The sun
came out for the round 9 game between our A’s and Central United B’s,
which was perfect for a great day of cricket. Central United started
with winning the toss and sending the us into bowl first up. Sammy
and Yuda opened up the bowling, with Yuda getting in early with an
inside edge, bowling the first for the day, who in Gummys opinion only
had the one shot! Sammy bowled a constant line and was hard to get
away, 1/24 off 7 overs. Change of bowling brought in Starkers, from
the scorers end, continuing to hit the same spot time and time again.
In this case the stumps! Great consistant bowling paid off finishing up
with great figues of 4/27 off of his 8 overs. With Ash at the other end,
also hitting the timber hard, changed it up with a great caught and
bowled. A text book running catch by Hudo at mid wicket kept the
middle order pushing for runs. Chopper looked good and was on sharp
with 3/7 off of 8 overs. Jako chimmed in also with some tidy bowling
0/15 off of 5. A couple of opportunities went begging but great feilding
overall, and with Sammys throw from the outfeild with direct hit from
the point outfeild, kept the Central’s team looking for cheap slap shots
and thick egdes to keep any runs turning over. Stark back in the game
with one belted at him at mid on off of Yada’s second spell, Yada
finishing up 2/13 off of 8 overs. After drinks and with the continual
bribes from Gummy for the United batsman to get out, sure it ended
up been a sausage, drink and an icecream! The tail wagged. Over all,
Central’s coming undone. All wrapped up with a sky ball catch from
Tim Wilson to finish it up for the first session. Central United all out for
88 in 36 overs.
After the lunch break Hodo and Martini took to the centre and opened
up with the first and only partnership. And that ladies and gents was
all she wrote. Even with some good bowling from the Central’s team
the opening partners belted the runs and boundry cones, leaving the
rest of us to enjoy to afternoon in the shade. The game done and dusted
before drinks in 13 overs. Martini top scoring 41* and Hudo 40*. Para
Vista 0/89 Plenty of chit chat kept the opposition on their toes. Great
pressure in the feild, in conjunction with great line and length bowling,
proved to keep the United side under tied down forcing them to play
away from there game plan. Nice and tidy job. Good cricket to watch.

Para Vista A- Won
by Forfeit
Para Vista B- 135
P Atkins- 30
A Donnon- 23
Def
Eyre Royals- 8/133
J Jackowiak- 2/18
L O’Brien- 2/31
N Jaffari- 2/22

Round 12
Grand Masters
8/167
A Martin 3/43
J Jackowiak 2/33
Def by
Para Vista A
8/168
T Hodson 87
A Martin 27
Para Vista B Lost by
forfeit
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Vista B’s Steal Upset
Victory Over
Ladder Leaders
Things started in the best possible way for skipper Eggs when he won the toss
and elected to bat. He opened with Mick Sheppard (49) and himself (31) and the
pair began a patient and controlled start getting the team to drinks 0/65 setting
the perfect platform for a big score. Things continued after drinks before Eggs fell
to a one hander at slip to bring Varad Sharma (15) who hit the ball to all parts,
especially enjoying the pool shot for an encouraging display in only his second
game. Mick was next to go for a very patient and controlled anchoring innings of
49, before Vista suffered a small collapse which saw Varad and then Jack (0) and
Yogesh (7) all follow. Shortly thereafter Jono also went to have Vista teetering at
6/129. However a recovery effort through Norm (15*), Noor (6) and OB Jnr (0*) saw
Vista post a competitive 7/160.
In response, tasked with attacking the stumps and making the batsmen play as
many balls as possible early, Norm (2/16 and 4 maidens) and Yogesh (2/9) made
early inroads to have Craigmore reeling at 3/30 before Yogesh rolled his ankle
and was unable to bowl. This forced Eggs (2/15) to bring himself on to continue the
tight bowling and he was duly rewarded with a wicket and when Norm broke
through for his second Craigmore were in a deep hole at 5/38. This brought a
slipper to the crease who appeared the only thing standing between Vista and
Victory and stubborn resistance saw Eggs throw the ball around a bit. OB Jnr
(0/25) and Varad (0/12) bowled us to drinks and we were very much in control of
the game. After drinks, Jnr and Noor (2/24) bowled and Noor was rewarded with
two wickets for some very good bowling. Roger was tried and very unsuccessful
compared to the previous week getting hit for 12 off of one over. This brought OB
senior to the bowling crease who finished at one end with 2/18 winding back the
clock and removing the dangerous batsman. After Noor had finished his spell,
Eggs came back to finish off the tail, taking the final wicket in a very pleasing team
game which saw contributions from everyone and a bowling plan successfully
carried out
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Grand Final Replay
at ESR Reserve
Surprisingly they won the toss and elected to field last time they done this Hoddo made 100
and we went on to make 230. This time I was ready to not get out first ball. Hoddo and I
started well before Hoddo gloved one off Bennettes to the keeper for 14. That’s when the
banter started about being a one man show. Gummy came in and we played the ball around
not giving them any chances. Gummy lost his wicket on the stroke of drinks and we 2 for 79
after 20. We lost a couple of wickets before Jarrad came to the crease and we put on a 54
run partnership before I was caught for 67 in 33rd over. This was slow going for me, but it
set the team to pile on runs which Jarrad did nicely hitting 51 runs quickly. Jacko also
chipped in with 16. We ended up on 201 runs, I think they might think twice next time they put
us into bat.
Salisbury started well with 15 of the first 2 overs before Malcom hit the ball straight to Jakar
and set off for a suicide run. Jakar very composed threw it to Wilson at a nice height for an
easy run out. The next wicket came in Yaddas next over clean bowling the other opening
batsman. They keep losing wickets regularly. The main person that was picking these up
was Ashley who bowled beautifully while Hoddo and Starke were keeping it tight at one end
Ashley was cashing in the other end. At drinks we had them 6 for 68. After drink Ashley
bowled out and with his second to last ball of his spell picked up his 5 th wicket leaving him
with his best figures yet 5 for 25 off 8 overs. At drinks we swapped keeps and Jarrad took
over so Wilson could bowl, and he didn’t disappoint with 2 for 4 off 2 overs. We bowled them
out for 91 in the 27th over

Following unfortunately delays
out of our control, the new Match
Kits have arrived. Not only does
each match shirt have the player’s
match number on the back but
now recognises the player’s debut
or cap number for the club.
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A Royal Finish
On the first real warmish day of the cricket season, the Para Vista B grade met at the home
confines of Edward Smith Reserve to do battle with the side from Eyre Royals. Last time the two
sides met, the Double Blues were victorious by 20 odd runs in a close game. Would history repeat
itself?
Being sent into the field first, the new ball was taken by Jason ‘Jacko’ Jackowiak, a late inclusion
that morning, who shared it with young tyro Lachlan O’Brien. While Jacko immediately slipped
into an assured line and length, young Lachie showed a few nerves in his initial couple of overs,
struggling to contain the runs but delivering a few cracking balls mixed in. The first breakthrough
came in the 7th over when Jacko enticed a lofted drive towards mid off where his captain jumped
as high as he could (about 3 inches), stuck out his right mitt, and the ball lodged itself there,
much to the delight and surprised of all on the field. By this time, the younger O’brien has found
his range and was piling on the pressure himself, beating the bat numerous times and he was
finally rewarded with the wicket of the opposing skipper, an easy skied catch to the safe hands
of Gopi Bhujbal at mid off, Eyre Royal 2/32 after 10 overs.
A second wicket for the youngster quickly followed, trapping the number four batsman lbw, and
very nearly sneaking a couple more but that touch of luck eluded him. Lachie bowled his 8 overs
straight through and got better the more he bowled, finishing with the tidy figures of 2/31. Jacko
had been replaced by Noor Ali at the other end, and under instructions not to bowl fast but rather
accurately, he kept up the pressure. Hooping the ball away from the batters, he kept the runs to
a minimum, and was supported at the other end by Roger ‘Mr Kaboom’ Wilkins, who had come
on after Obrien finished up. No more wickets were taken before the drinks break, both batsmen
watching carefully and only being able to score in singles, Eyre Royals 3/68.
Continuing with Roger (0/29 off 8) at the one end, it was time for a dual spin attack with Shane
Chapman taking the ball to deliver his quicker, bouncier, legspinners. Both batsman struggled to
impact the scoreboard at any sort of rate, Shane beating the bat and causing all sorts of
problems, and Roger annoying them with his sheer lack of pace on the ball. A couple of dropped
catches plagued the Goatherders in their quest to make a vital breakthrough, and it took some
brilliance of fielding by Noor and some sloppy running by the batters to make it happen. Pushing
a ball to the covers, the striker set off, his partner was a bit unsure and slow off the mark, and
in no time Noor had gathered the ball, ripped a lightning throw to keeper Jarrad ‘Bungey’ McLeod,
and the bails were off. The breakthrough was just what was needed with Roger bowling through
his 8 overs, and Shane finally being rewarded with his first wicket for the club, and easy catch
to his captain at mid on. His 8 overs was also bowled straight through, finishing with 1/28, but it
could so easily have been many more wickets.
With Eyre Royals struggling at 5/110 with 7 overs to play, Brenton Starke decided against bowling
himself, and instead trusted Jacko and Noor to finish the innings. Both payed back the decision
in spades, with Jacko bowling another batsman to finish with excellent figures of 2/18 from his
8, and Noor ripping the poles out of the ground from a further two batters to finish with an
impressive 2/22 from his 8 overs. It was particularly pleasing to see Noor find his rhythm again
after a frustrating few matches, especially after the last time these two sides met when he was
banished from the attack for too many high full tosses. At the end of the 40 overs, Eyre Royals
could only muster 8/133, a target the the Goatherders were confident in chasing down.
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After a light afternoon tea, Gopi and Phil ‘Gumnut’ Atkins strode to the crease looking to get the
chase off on the right foot. Things went awry almost immediately wit Gopi being given out caught
behind off just the 4th ball of the innings, sending Pierrot Peov to the crease at number 3. Looking
to dispatch a shorter ball to the boundary, Gumnut misjudged his shot and missed the ball.
Unfortunately for him, the ball did not misjudge where it hit him, Gummy copping it flush in the
sensitive area for the 3rd time in just 5 weeks. Much hilarity was had by all his teammates and
spectators on the balcony, but it left Phil short of breath and feeling ill. Determined to play on, he
recovered enough to face up again, and both batsmen played cautiously against some accurate
bowling. Something had to give, and sadly for the Goatherders, Pierrot was out edging another
catch to the keeper for no score, Vistas in trouble early at 2/5 after 8 overs.
Shane joined his mate at the crease, and the rescue effort started in earnest. Both of them kept
out the good balls, and punished any bad balls to the boundary. The scoreboard finally started to
tick over, and the innings was just getting back on track when Shane played around a straight one
to be bowled for 16. Anthony Donnon was in at number five, and he and Gumnut negotiated the
remaining couple of overs to the drink break, the Double Blues having recovered to 3/46 at the
halfway mark.
Upon resumption, the Eyre Royals captain decided that he was going to employ dual spinners too
and took all the pace off the ball. Try as they might, the Vista batsmen struggled to find any rhythm
again the slowness of the attack, and in trying to force the issue a bit, Atkins was unluckily bowled
off his body for 30. It was suggested to him that in future, someone should crack him in his nether
regions before he batted to get his blood pumping earlier. Striking machine Bungey (15) entered
the fray next, but he also found the lack of pace an annoyance. A couple of attempted lusty blows
scored some runs, but he also succumbed to the spin when he skied a ball that was juggled into a
catch. Young O’brien batted at seven, and he watched Donno monster a six out of pure frustration
over cow corner. Trying to push the scoring, Donno fell to the slower of the two spinners, out
caught for 23. Lachie (5) tried to rotate the strike, but he also found himself out to spin, the
Goatherders slipping into a hole at 7/100, needing 35 more runs from the remaining 5 overs.
With Jacko and Starke at the crease, was it still possible that the result could be achieved? Knowing
what was required, and also knowing that the returning opening bowlers would bring some much
needed pace on the ball, they decided to focus one over at a time. Taking 8 off the first of those
overs, and 6 off the next left the equation at 21 from the final 3 overs. With a deep, defensive field
set, only singles were able to be obtained from the next two overs, 5 and 3 respectively, and it
came down to needing 12 off the final over. With Starke on strike, he knew that the bowler would
likely try to keep it full. To his surprise, the first ball was short and on his hip, and was pulled away
through square leg. The fielder in the deep misread it and ran the wrong way, and by the time he
realised his mistake, it was too late. A wide followed, and then trying to crunch one straight, a thick
edge flew to a fly slip for 2 more runs, 5 more runs needed off 3 balls. A shorter ball outside off
stump was smacked to the offside boundary, and with a single to the deep, the target score had
been reached. On the field however there was confusion, with the message that the last 2 balls
should be played (due to a scorebook discrepancy) relayed out to the ground. Jacko (14*) was
unable to score off the last two deliveries, so the score remained at 7/135, Starke on 20*.
With both the scorebooks showing the batting score at 135, and despite the bowling figures being
a mess, the opposing captain was happy to sign off on the result. Another closely fought and
enjoyable match against a friendly Eyre Royals side had been completed, and the Para Vista Bgrade had won another match for the year. Next up is a return match against a premiership
contender in Angle Vale.
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Grand Play
We lost the toss and Grandmasters chose to bat. We started well getting there best
batter out in the 3rd over. We tried everything to get them out which included
bowling myself, but they just played boring cricket for 20 overs and went into the
break 1 for 69. They started to do a little bit of hitting while loosing a few wickets
along the way. Ashley going about his business picking up another 3 wickets. Hoddo
keep things tight picking up 1 for 11 off his 8 over. Towards the end of the innings
wanting to give everyone a go I threw the ball to Pierrot for a bowl and after a
couple of ball I told him if he gets a wicket he can have another over, Next ball the
batsman hit it straight to me at mid-wicket. True to my word he got another over.
We finished the innings and they ended up on 8 for 168.
Starting well Hoddo and I got things going before I was caught for 15. We were
steady until drinks losing a few wickets. At drinks we were 4 for 69 with Hoddo at
the crease. We just need someone to build a partnership with him. P came to the
crease and built a nice one with Hoddo before being dismissed for 14 while Hoodo
was scoring freely. Things were starting to heat up a little needing 50 off 10 overs.
Then Ashley came to the crease and made a quick 27 to push the score to 160 before
he got out trying to finish it off. Jacko came and went, and we are down to needing
8 runs with 3 wickets left. Wilson came in and faced a Hatrick ball which was
professionally left. Next ball went for a 4. We now need 4 off 4 overs with Hoddo
facing. The unthinkable happened and Hoddo played all around a Juicy full toss and
got bowled for 87. Shane came to the crease and was looking as cool as a
cucumber, umpiring at the time I was starting to get worried. The first ball was a
beautiful flick off the legs for 2, Then there was a dot ball and then another nice
drive trough covers for 2 and before you know it, we won with 3 overs to spare.
Well done to Hoddo on 87 he keep us in the game, It felt good to get a close win
well done boys.

Merchandise Update:

The Caps are still available
There are two types:

• Fitted All Navy in two sizes. May be
cooler.
• Adjustable Navy with the Sky Blue on
the peak.
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SPONSOR’S CORNER
The club has always strived to reduce barriers for individual playing cricket.
This season we introduced PLAYER SPONSORS for the first time. A player
sponsor reduces the Registration fee of the player. Our first player sponsor is
ABS Auto Salisbury. ABS Salisbury sponsor former Club Captain, Phillip
“Gumnut” Atkins. On behalf of the club, we say thank you.

Please consider ABS Salisbury for your Auto needs.

ABS Auto Salisbury
152 Commercial Road,
Salisbury SA 5108
Ph: (08) 8281 4800
Email: sales@salisbury.absauto.com.au
https://www.absauto.com.au/stores/abs-auto-salisbury/
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Players News
Quiz Night

Catch up at the Archer

A big thank you to those who
came to the Archer for lunch on
22nd December, it was great to
catch up outside of the ground.
Great meal, great people- just the
way to start the festive season
break.
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KaBoom
Para Vista Cricket Club Thanks our
Community Partners for their
ongoing and valued Support

Platinum Partners

Gold Partners

Silver Partner

Supporting Partners

